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It is Not mandatory for undergraduate International Students (Erasmus+, Bilateral and Free 
Movers) to attend classes. Nevertheless, is the student responsibility to keep track of what is 
being taught in class as there is a continuous evaluation system (Homework, surprise quizzes, 
group projects, etc..) which can affect the student overall result if missed continuously. We do 
not recommend students to miss any classes.  

IInternational Students can register in different courses from different levels and degrees. 
However, we recommend to take courses from the same level (year) and degree to avoid 
overlapping courses 

Some courses are taught only in Spanish, while other classes are offered in English and in 
Spanish. If the student wishes to be enrolled in a Spanish speaking/taught course, the student 
MUST provide a B2 level certificate verifying the knowledge of the language. We also accept 
formal letters from home campuses verifying the student’s Spanish level.  

TThe students will have 3 weeks upon the beginning of classes to decide in which classes they 
want to enroll. They will have the opportunity to attend different courses throughout the days 
and once they have their schedule set if they have change any courses from the Pre-Learning 
Agreement, they must communicate  their Home academic advisor about the changes and 
needs to be approved by them before we enrolled them. 

Once the international students are enrolled, they will have access to the Virtual Campus 
Online Platform.  

CUNEF oCUNEF offers the possibility of carrying out the course «Spanish for Business, 2ECTS», in 
addition to those offered in the syllabus. 

 

 

GRADING SYSTEM
SCALE
9.00 - 10
8.00 - 8.99
7.00  - 7.99
5.50 - 6.99
5.00 - 5.49
00.00 - 4.99
     NP

ECTS Grade
        A
        B
        C
        D
        E
        F        F

Spanish Rating
Sobresaliente (Outstanding)
Notable (Very Good)
Notable (Very Good)
Aprobado (Pass)
Aprobado (Pass)
SSuspenso (Fail)
No presentado (Absent)


